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Spring/summer

TREND
colours 2023
TENDER PEACH /
Tender Peach is a shade that brings a real warmth. The pale 
peach blossoms of fruit trees are the messengers of the 
awakening nature, this shade carries the notes of constant 
renewal, lightness and softness. The restrained, pleasantly 
refreshing shade will give a sense of freshness. You can 
combine them with warm light and also dark browns and 
the fresh  green and ivory shades.

SKYLIGHT
The Blue Sky is a pale blue shade inspired by 
the soft natural light that often shines through 
the windows. It is both mysterious and soothing, 
evoking the calm of the endless sky that gives a 
sense of freshness and lightness. It can also be 
perfectly paired with shades of greenish trees, 
pink and peach flowers.

NEW! Nr8 
Shimmer Peach 

2 STEP 
SmartGummy 

Rubber Base Gel 

NEW! 3S190 
Tender Peach

3 STEP 
CrystaLac 

NEW! Nr11 
Tender Peach 

2 STEP 
SmartGummy 

Rubber Base Gel 

NEW! Nr9
Skylight
2 STEP

SmartGummy
Rubber Base Gel

NEW! 3S187
Skylight
3 STEP

CrystaLac

NEW! Skylight
Xtreme Fusion

Acrygel

NEW! R202 
Tender Peach / 
Zsenge barack 

Royal Gel 

Royal Gel

2
STEP

2
STEP

3
STEP

2
STEP

3
STEP

Fusion
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TREND
colours 2023

Cover photo:
The nails in the picture were made 
with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Milky 
Rose and Skylight shades, Pink and 

Turquoise Fairy Glitters, 3S114 3 
STEP CrystaLacs, Art Gel Pro paint 

gels and Nova Crystals.



SENS BUILDER GEL
CLEAR, MILKY WHITE,
COVER NUDE 
BRANDNEW! SENS BUILDER GEL – CLEAR, COVER NUDE, MILKY WHITE
SELF-LEVELING, SMART BUILDER GEL
The SENS by Crystal Nails range of builder gels comes in the brand’s trademark gold and black jar, with handy labelling on 

the top of the jar cap to make it easy to find Clear, Cover nude or Milky white gels in your drawer. Self-leveling, non-burning, 

builder gel (also) suitable for the file-free technique, beautiful clear (purple shade in the jar) that bends well, cover nude is 

the perfect natural shade, milky white has just enough of a milky effect and is just white enough to wear as a baby boomer 

or toe be elegant on its own. You need base gel for the better adhesion: Base Gel, Builder Base Gel, Compact Base&builder 

gel, Sens Base&Builder Gel, 2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber Base Gel.

Bending time: 10-20 sec (depending on the strength of the lamp). The colored editions (Cover nude and Milky white) can be 

bended even without base layer.

Curing time: 2-3 min in UV, 1-2 min in LED

4

NEW MATERIAL!

4ml 12ml 40ml (from Marchl)

Density Density Density

Clear Milky white
FROM APRIL!

Cover nude



“The new SENS BUILDER GELS 
are very easy to handle, medium 
density, self-leveling builder gels 
that are guaranteed to speed up 

your work in the salon.”
-

Barbara Újvári
SENS by Crystal

Nails ambassador

New! Sens
Builder Gel
Clear

New! Sens
Builder Gel
Cover Nude

New! Sens
Builder Gel
Milky White

Spring elegance
The nails in the pictures were made 

with the NEW SENS Builder Gel 
Milky White and Clear shade, the 
3SFD4 CrystaLac gel polish. (by 

Barbara Újvári)
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SENS BUILDER GEL - NEW, PREMIUM BUILDER GEL



New! Skylight

XTREME
FUSION
ACRYLGEL
NEW COLORS! XTREME FUSION ACRYLGEL –
MILKY SHADES
A new collection of spring-inspired milky shades comes with the unique 
acrylic gel from the well-known Xtreme Fusion range. A new generation of 
non-burning, Xtreme dense, perfectly shapeable and easy-to-file AcrylGel 
builders. When built, it is characterised by the controllability of the gel and 
the timeless mouldability of the acryl. Once it is cured the gel’s fileability and 
flexibility blend with the strength of the acryl. It can be precisely dispensed 
without loss of material thanks to its tubular packaging.
Recommended use: with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Thinner.
Curing time: 4-5 min in UV/LED, 1-2 min in LED.

BRANDNEW! XTREME FUSION ACRYLGEL 
COVER PINK – IN A JAR
The Cover Pink shade of our bestseller Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel in a new 
luxurious, exclusive rosegold-silver design jar. It is easy to dose from a tube, 
but from a jar it is easier to use even the last drop of the material.
Recommended use: with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Thinner. Curing time in 
UV/LED lamp 4-5 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2 minutes
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NEW COLORS! / 2023 SPRING-SUMMER

30gr

27ml (30g) 

New!
Candy
Floss

New!
Milky

Lavender

New!
Milky
Rose

New!
Skylight

“The new Xtreme Fusion with 
Acrylic shades have been highly 
anticipated! Real spring milky 

colours. It is a great choice 
for French nails and also for 

babyboomer technique.”
-

Virág Halász
World Championship Bronze Medallist, Olympic 
Champion; Dublin Triple Gold Medallist, Certified 

Master Nail Technician

Cover Pink

NEW JAR 
PACKAGING

NEW 
COLORS!

FOR THE COMPLETE USE OF MATERIALS
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Fine restraint
The nails in the picture were made with 
the NEW Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Candy 
Floss shade and the NEW Xtreme Fusion 

AcrylGel Cover Pink. (by Virág Halász)

New! Skylight

New!
Milky
Rose

Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel 
Cover Pink

New!
Candy

Floss

New! Milky
Lavender



“When I look at these colours, I think 
that they could have been teleported 

here from a Katy Perry video. They’re so 
cheerful and full of life, just as I imagine 

the spring of 2023 will be, when everyone 
will be in the mood to go out. The sun’s 
rays are starting to brighten, everyone’s 
spirits are blossoming and we’re more 

energetic. But what can make this already 
bright time even brighter? If we can see 
these cheerful colours when we look at 

our nails.”
-

 Anna Zsíros
(@nailcocktail,

Insta körmös influencer)

3 STEP CRYSTALAC
TREND COLORS
NEW! 3 STEP CRYSTALAC SPRING-SUMMER TREND 
COLORS
Spring colors bring to life the sight of a flowery meadow with green trees, blue sky and 
pinky flowers. The 3S185 is a peachy pink shade, the 3S186 Rose Crystal is a light pink 
shade, the 3S187 Skylight evokes the blue sky of spring and the 3S188 Parrot Green creates 
a calm spring atmosphere.
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.
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NEW TREND COLORS! 2023 SPRING-SUMMER

4ml 8ml

NEW! 3S185 
Peachy pink

NEW! 3S185 
Peachy pink

New! 2023 color
of the year

Viva Magenta

NEW! 3S186 
Rose Crystal

NEW! 3S186 
Rose Crystal

NEW! 3S187 
Skylight

NEW! 3S187 
Skylight

NEW! 3S188 
Parrott Green

NEW! 3S188 
Parrott Green

NEW!

4x4ml

NEW! BLOOMING GARDEN 3 STEP 
CRYSTALAC COLLECTION (4X4ML)
Feel the spring breeze! Immerse yourself in a sea of blooming flowers 
with the trendiest colors of 2023 spring season. Can’t choose? It’s best 
to buy all four in one collection, so you’ll also get the packaging that 
can be converted into a display!

Only in 
4ml



NEW! 3S185 
Peachy pink

New! 2023 color
of the year

Viva Magenta/ 
Végtelen magenta

NEW! 3S186 
Rose Crystal

NEW! 3S187 
Skylight

NEW! 3S188 
Parrott Green
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Blue-bright sky
The nails in the picture were made with the 
NEW 3S187 CrystaLac Skylight and the NEW 
SmartGummy Rubber Base Gel Nr8 Shimmer 

Peach shade and the new nail stickers. (by 
Virág Halász)



3 STEP CRYSTALAC
WEDDING TREND COLORS
NEW! 3 STEP CRYSTALAC SPRING-SUMMER
WEDDING TREND COLORS
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NOVELTIES / 2023 SPRING-SUMMER

4ml

4x4ml

8ml

“I’ve been waiting for a collection like 
this for years, with wedding colours and 
therefore my own favourite colours. The 

all-important ecru, powder peach, powder 
pink and powder nude, which matches the 
bridal bouquet, are great to pair together, 
but they can also be paired with white to 
create the perfect set for brides-to-be or 

nude lovers.”
-

Ágnes Sebestyén
Paris international nail art champion,
Hungarian national multiple winner

European champion

NEW! 3S189 
Cream

NEW! 3S189 
Cream

NEW! 3S189 
Tender Peach

NEW! 3S189 
Tender Peach

NEW! 3S191 
Ecru

NEW! 3S191 
Ecru

NEW! 3S192 
Sparkling Rose

NEW! 3S192 
Sparkling Rose 

NEW! WEDDING 3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT (4X4ML)
Be gorgeous on the Big Day! This collection is an ideal choice for the brides of this season as it includes 4 
beautiful colors. The packaging can be adapted to the display.

We created this brand new collection for lovers of nude shades, specially 
tuned for brides of the spring-summer season. Light, pastel shades such 
as 3S189 Cream or the spring’s trend color 3S190 Tender Peach and 3S191 
Ecru dance are suitable for any wedding dress. With the 3S192 Sparkling 
Rose, the bride can be a real princess on her wedding day.
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

4 NEW 
WEDDING 

TREND
COLORS

NEW!

NEW!
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NEW! 3S189 
Cream

NEW! 3S189 
Tender Peach

NEW! 3S191 
Ecru

NEW! 3S192 
Sparkling Rose

Modern wedding set
The nail in the picture were made with 
the NEW SENS Builder Gel Clear, the 

NEW 3S189 Cream, the 3S191 Ecru and 
the NEW Fairy Glitter Gold (by Ágnes 

Sebestyén).

4 NEW WEDDING TREND 



NEW COLORS! / 2023 SPRING - SUMMER

NEW! 2 STEP SMARTGUMMY RUBBER BASE GEL
“THE RUBBERY COMPACT BASE GEL”
The spring novelties of the popular 2STEP SmartGummy Rubber Base Gel product line include 
trend colors, elegant nude shades, brighter pinks and pastel colors, so everyone can find a new 
favorite. Curing time in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2 minutes.
Smart: gets into place by itself, blends into the surface
Gummy: because it is flexible, rubbery
Rubber Base: you can use it as a base or refill the nails, create a C-curve
but do not use it to build an extension on form, use instead the Compact
product line or the Elasty Hardener Gel or the Sens base&builder
product line for that from our builder gels with brush.

New! Nr8
Shimmer Peach

New! Nr14
Milky Rose

New! Nr20 
Sunshine Pink

New! Nr12
Cover Nude

New! Nr18 
Sunshine
Tangelo

New! Nr9 
Skylight

New! Nr15 
Desert Sand

New! Nr21 
Bubblegum

New! Nr13
Sweet Cream

New! Nr19 
Electric Pink

New! Nr10 
Airy Blue

New! Nr16 
Shimmer

Blush

New! Nr22 
Pastel Orchid

New! Nr11
Tender Peach

New! Nr17
Sunshine
Flamingo

New! Nr23
Pastel Lilac

“I really like the new 2 STEP SmartGummy 
Rubber Base Gels, because I save a lot 

of time using them.  I can use it for 
strenghtening and coloring at the same 
time, so I don’t need to apply an extra 

color layer.”
-

Dóra Kesztyűs
Olympic Gold Medalist,

Five-time Olympic silver medalist,
Nail Camp Elite Master
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8ml

NEW! 2 STEP SMARTGUMMY 
RUBBER BASE GEL COLORS 

NEW!



Nail design:
Fresh spring

The nail set was made 
with the new 2 STEP 

SmartGummy Rubber Base 
Gel Nr21, Bubblegum, Nr22 

Pastel Orchid shades and 
the new nail stickers. (by 

Dóra Kesztyűs)

NEW COLORS

13



CN advice:
You can enhance its shine by 
using a top gel. It can be used 
on any base, but on gel polish 
only if the applied base gel is 
suitable for the strengthening 

technique.

ROYAL TOP GEL 
BRANDNEW! ROYAL TOP GEL
Color and shine in one gel! Royal Top Gel is a creamy, easy-spreading 
material, the softer version of Royal Gels in bottle packaging, which will 
become the new favorite of professionals. It covers in one layer, so it is 
faster to work with. It will be a pleasure to apply the colors to the nail 
surface. Non-fixing, non-dissolving, colored gel in a bottle.

NEW! ROYAL GEL SPRING -
SUMMER TREND COLORS
The Royal Gel range expands with 2 new charming colors: the R202 Tender Peach 
shade is an excellent choice for those who like romantic and soft shades. This 
trend color has fresh spring notes. The pastel shade exudes a charming and 
pleasant atmosphere. It can also be used with more dominant colors to make 
them stand out. You can also find the color of the year, R203 Viva Magenta among 
the spring Royal Gels which is a dynamic, vibrant color that symbolizes strength, 
the joy of life, and passion.
Curing time in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2 minutes.
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NEW MATERIAL TYPE 

4ml – 2.330,-

4,5ml

New! RT01
Peach pink

New!
R202

Tender Peach

New!
RT02 

Tavaszváró 
tulipán

New!
R203

Viva magenta

New!
RT03 

Orgonalila

New! RT04 
Hydrangea

Nail design:
Princess lines

The nail set was made with the new R202 
Tender Peach Royal Gel and the new Royal 

Top Gel’s Lilac shade (by Edina Sikari)

CN advice:
If the material settles or 

separates while long-
standing, due to its density 

do not shake it, just stir 
it in the bottle with a 

wooden stick.

BRANDNEW!

ROYAL GEL

NEW!
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NEW MATERIAL TYPE!

NEW ROYAL GEL 
TREND COLORS

New! RT01
Peach pink

New! R203
Viva magenta

New! R202
Tender Peach

New! RT02 
Spring Tulip 

New! RT03 
Lilac

New! RT04 
Hydrangea

“Royal Top Gel is an effective 
weapon in your hand against 

time. I love that it covers 
perfectly in one layer and its 

shine is also great.”
-

Mónika Majnik
Nail Camp Master, Hungarian Championship 

Bronze Medalist, Hungarian Champion, Certified 
Nail Artist, Certified Nail Art Educator



BRANDNEW! OMBRE SPRAY
A unique solution, yet easy to use! The Ombre Spray 
is a powder-like substance that must be applied 
with a blowing motion into the surface of the non-
cured Base Gel from the side of the free edge. It 
can be used to create a beautiful ombre gradient. 
How? If you prepare nails with a gel polish technique 
strengthened with a C-curve, apply a thin clear 
layer of Compact Base Gel, Sens Base Gel, or even 
2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber Base on the second 
layer which is cured but not cleansed. Then just blow 
on it from the bottle. Use in several layers for more 
intense color depth. Available in 5 shades!
Ombre Spray is sold in a special patented bottle, the 
14 ml bottle contains 5 g of material to achieve a nice 
spreading.

NEW! FAIRY GLITTER
The 4 types of Fairy Glitter debuting in the spring-summer season will surely 
enchant your guests! The shining Gold, the shimmering Pink,  the bluish-
shining Turquoise, and the Silver will dazzle everyone. Thanks to the mixed-
size Crystal Flakes in them, they are uniquely iridescent and sparkling, turning 
your nails into real jewels!
Be the brightest in the spring season!

2023 SPRING - SUMMER 
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NOVELTIES

Nail design:
Sparkling nails

The nail set was made with the 
new Xtreme Fusion Milky Lavender 
AcrylGel and the Fairy Glitter Silver. 

(by Virág Halász)

Nail design:
Colorful Ombre

The nail set was made with the 
new Ombre Spray 03, 04, 05 and 
the new 3D nail sticker. (by Dóra 

Doviscsák).

Gold

Turquoise Silver

Pink

Így használd:
A homogén felvitel 

érdekében alkalmazás 
közben időről időre rázd 

meg a flakont!

BRANDNEW!

New! #01

on Compact Base 
Gel Cover Pink base

New! New! #03

New! #02

New! #05

NEW!



NEW! TOOL HOLDER
Would you like your devices to be always at hand, but in style? In this 
transparent tool holder with logo you can place your favorite files, manicure 
tools or even nail art needles as you wish.

H: 15,5cm, W: 11cm

2023 SPRING - SUMMER 
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NOVELTIES
NEW! NAIL STICKERS
The spring is also noticeable in the season’s sticker designs. The 
motifs include colorful flowers and leaves. With patterns of 
different shapes and colors, you can easily decorate your spring 
nails and create a real jungle even on shorter nails. We also brought 
something for the lovers of typography and for those who prefer a 
simpler, clean marble effect. In 4 types of patterns: spring flowers, 
bright blooms, wild vegetation, and golden spots.

BRANDNEW! PROOF BRUSHSET
Be the most professional with the 5-piece brush set with 
which you can easily create the most durable, strengthened gel 
polishes for your guests. The sizes of the brushes are the same, 
and their heads are flat and straight, so they are easy to hold. 
Their specialty is that these brushes were developed for bottle 
packaging products. It is available in two types of packaging, so 
you can use it for any product size without problems.
How to change the brush: pull out the brush from the cap with 
a sudden, decisive movement, put it aside, place the new brush 
selected from the set in the bottle, then put on the cap as you 
usually close the bottle. This way the cap already “holds” the 
brush and you can use it, just open the bottle!

By keeping the edges 
of the brushes at the 
right angle, you can 

skip using thin brushes 
(e.g. brush 0) close to 

the skin.

BRANDNEW!

FROM THE 
MIDDLE OF 

MATCH

NEW!

NEW!



2023 SPRING - SUMMER 

LOTIONS AND OILS
NEW! HAND, FOOT AND BODY LOTION - 
PINEAPPLE SHAKE (LIMITED EDITION)
Splash into a tropical paradise with our new hand 
and foot lotion!
This skin care cream contains jojoba oil, cocoa butter, vitamins and 
extracts of nettle, rosemary and aloe vera. The irresistible scents 
of the unique INTENSE product line of Crystal Nails moisturizing 
creams brought the Caribbean summer atmosphere! Immerse 
yourself in the wonderfully fresh, tropical fruit scents as the Melon 
Mania, which pampers your guest’s skin with the scent of melon! 
The Pineapple Shake lotion will be an eternal favorite which will 
definitely keep you in a tropical mood with its pleasant scent!

CUTICLE OILS - 
CUPCAKE & MACARON 
(LIMITED EDITION)
Our cuticle-revitalizing family is now 
expanding with 2 amazing new editions 
of delicious, sweet fragrances: Cupcake 
and Macaron. Our sweet cookie-
scented oils make you forget the cold 
winter and bring a smile to your guests’ 
faces. Thanks to its ingredients, it not 
only deeply cares about the cuticle 
area but also attracts you with its long-
lasting fragrance.

30ml4ml 250ml
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FROM
MARCH

NEW!

NEW!
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THE LOTIONS
ARE AVAILABLE
FROM MARCH



NEW, GEL POLISH EFFECT 

NAIL POLISHES
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Gel Effect 10ml

NEW! GEL POLISH EFFECT NAIL POLISHES - FROM APRIL!
The new Crystal Nails Gel Effect nail polishes have a fuller volumizing formula, strong pigmentation, and a 
creamy texture. They dry medium quickly and result in long-lasting wear. They are available in a beautiful, 
exclusive, new-look bottle with a matte silver cap and shiny silver inscription. Nail polishing with these 
materials becomes an enjoyable experience and a real pampering. Use our 2in1 base&coat product to base 
and cover them, so you can enjoy the sight of them on your nails even longer!

GE01 GE07 GE08GE02 GE03 GE04 GE05 GE06

GE09 GE10 GE11 GE12 GE13 GE14 GE15

GE18

GE16

GE17 GE19 GE20 GE21 GE23 GE24GE22

GE25 GE26 GE27 GE28 GE30 GE31GE29 GE32

GE33 GE34 GE36GE35 GE37 GE38 GE39 GE40

FROM APRIL!

THICKER,
GEL POLISH 

EFFECT



2023 SPRING - SUMMER NOVELTIES

NAIL POLISHES
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Long Lasting 10ml

LONGLASTING NAIL POLISHES -
IN NEW PACKAGING!
As a result of the development leading to top quality, the Crystal Nails nail polishes can be applied 
easily without streaks or stains due to the optimal viscosity (internal friction). The fine brush and the 
ergonomic cap serve the same purpose. Thanks to its long-lasting formula, the nail polish has maximum 
wear resistance, as a result of which the unique, sparkling colors will keep your guests satisfied for up 
to 5 days. Decorative, iridescent diamond dust, French, hologram, liquid crystal and chrome colors were 
packaged to eye-catching bottles.

16 20 29 30 31 4524 49 6354 67 68 73 74

75 76 77 81 114 205 207 209 503 507

RENEWED
PACKAGING!

ON HANDS
AND FEET!

NOT ONLY IN 
SUMMER!



PROFESSIONAL ARTICLE 

5TH GENERATION 
OF GEL POLISHING! 
INTRODUCING THE 2 STEP SMARTGUMMY RUBBER BASE

22

The first generation of gel polishes 
appeared 12 years ago.
To get to the 2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber Base level it has gone 
through a lot of changes. The materials have evolved along with the 
needs. In the beginning, the gel polishes were really “just” permanent 
polishes, they were great for 2 weeks and dried quickly. It needed a 
base, two layers of color and a top. Although these materials were top 
cathegory products at the time, compared to today’s materials, they 
seem difficult to handle now.

2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber Base 
is a revolutionary innovation on the 

market. Think of it like smartphones. 
The first generation mobile phones 

were too big and you could only make 
calls on them, in the next generation 

even the snake ran on them, then 
you could take pictures and then the 
Internet appeared on them. Phones 

have become smarter and smarter and 
today you can practically change the 

#1



5TH GENERATION 
OF GEL POLISHING! 
INTRODUCING THE 2 STEP SMARTGUMMY RUBBER BASE

The second generation 
has already developed in two 
directions.
The traditional 3 step gel polishes have a base gel that ensures the stronger 
adhesion and highly pigmented colors. In addition to this, the one step category 
also appears, which already foresees the future of today’s materials. The One 
Step gel polishes promise (still only) a durable nail polish in just one step. This 
material already has a good adhesion and cures completely dry and shiny, using 
just one material. In this generation we can only talk about good adhesion, if the 
guest wanted stronger nails, we had to cover the nails with gel or acrylic material. 
This is where the strenghtened gel polish technique entered to people’s minds. 
(Unfortunately, it still means the same to many nail artists, even though if you 
think about it logically, it’s not gel polishing, but artificial nails, on which a gel 
polish color is applied.)
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#2

PROFESSIONAL ARTICLE / SPRING - SUMMER 2023
5TH GENERATION OF GEL POLISHING! INTRODUCING THE 2 STEP SMARTGUMMY RUBBER 



PROFESSIONAL ARTICLE / SPRING - SUMMER 2023
5TH GENERATION OF GEL POLISHING! INTRODUCING THE 2 STEP SMARTGUMMY RUBBER BASE
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#3

This came with the 4th 
generation
The base gels have developed: extreme adhesion, 
easy-to-use materials, many types of natural, 
cover, milky and pastel shades, with which you can 
achieve gel polish nails that really last up to 4-5 
weeks if you work with strenghtening and c-curve 
technique. With these materials, it is even possible 
to extend the nails by using a nail form. However, 
we are still talking about 3 Step materials and we 
are currently at the top of this category. It is hard to 
imagine how it could be better, but there is always 
someone in the background who dreams big and 
thinks further...

On the next step, the colors became much 
more pigmented and creamier in texture, 
the LED also appeared, but the most 
noticeable change was in the base gels.
They became denser and suitable for preparing a stronger base, they lasted even 
3-4 weeks, but we are still only in the beginning of our way. We have not created the 
strenghtening gel polish that we call Modern gel polish...yet.

#4



PROFESSIONAL ARTICLE / SPRING - SUMMER 2023
5TH GENERATION OF GEL POLISHING! INTRODUCING THE 2 STEP SMARTGUMMY RUBBER 
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We arrived to the fifth generation, 
that is the 2 Step SmartGummy 
Rubber Base!
This material combines all the good features of top quality 3 Step materials!

2step!... What does it mean? You need two materials to get the final result, 
a SmartGummy Rubber Base and a top gel.
Extremely good adhesion and perfect consistency, it literally fits in place
and holds the desired curve. It is available in many beautiful colors, so it is 
really quick to work with. The colored 2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber Base 
has a strong adhesion, so I don’t use clear material for base, but if it seems 
safer for you while removing the nails, you can apply a clear base layer. By 
using a kind of color material to shape the whole nail, you can achieve the 
best result that you can’t get with any other material. 

With traditional gel polish techique without c-curve, you can get an elastic 
layer that fills the nail’s surface. Thanks to its extreme flexibility, it can be 
used on all nail types. The best choice to strengthen easily and brittle 
nails.
But one thing is very important! Because of its extreme flexibility it is not 
suitable for building extensions on a nail form! Use any of our top quality 3 
Step Builder&Base gels or builder gels, Correction Gel. When the extended 
base cured, you can use the 2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber Base.

Written by Mónika Majnik

Currently there are two trends 
in the world... from one side the 
long design nails and from the 
other side the salon nails made 
with colored bases like 2 STEP 

SmartGummy Rubber Base. Pick 
up the rhythm and step to the 

next level!

#5



GLOW EVERYWHERE IN YOUR STYLE

The color of the year 2023, Viva Magenta appears in two of 
our most popular color material groups - Royal Gel and 3 Step 
Crystalac, so you can choose from a jar or a bottle with brush 
packaging to work with the coolest color of the year. This color 
gives us a new way to express ourselves, our strength and our 
emotions. A vivid color with power, optimism and joy. This is 
a boundless shade that fits for everyone. The Viva Magenta 
color is referred as a hybrid color by the Pantone Institute. It is 
on the boundary between warm and cold shades. 

Grey, nude and pastel blue shades  perfectly complement each 
other with Viva Magenta. A must-have pairing for the trendiest 
people this year! 

For a wilder or a “Colorblock” style, you can combine it with 
vivid pink and other pink shades!

Color of
the Year 2023
VIVA MAGENTA

PANTONE

NEW! Color of 
the year  2023 
Viva Magenta
3 Step Crystalac

NEW!
Royal Gel

R203
Viva Magenta

THE TREND COLOR
OF 2023 IS VIVA
MAGENTA

NEW!

NEW!


